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Australian Adaptations: The European Turn
In Part III, we investigate the continuous modernization of classical and modern texts across the region to show how directors, writers and/or collaborating artists create radically revised adaptations or versions of mostly well-known plays. Theorist Linda Hutcheon broadly defines an adaptation as 'an announced and extensive transposition of a particular work or works' from one form to another such as novel to film (Hutcheon, 2006: 7) . In a more theatre-oriented discussion, Peter Boenisch attributes the worldwide trend in theatre adaptation to the postdramatic paradigm that foregrounds 'presentational, self-reflexive, and experimental mises en scène instead of the traditional representation of a play-text' (Boenisch, 2010: 164) . In the chapters that follow we discuss case studies from different locations across the region especially Visible Cities in Singapore, I La Gilago in Indonesia and Hamletclone in Japan. This chapter offers a discussion of the shape-changing form of what we refer to as adaptation theatre before going on to consider Australian director Barrie Kosky and writer Tom Wright's modernization of Euripides' tragedy The Women of Troy. Their modern adaptation, first performed in 2008, transposes the classical text into a drama that reflects on modern warfare, the behaviour of Western forces in the Middle East and the fate of civilian populations.
In this chapter, we also probe the return of a Eurocentric vision in Australian adaptations that are almost wholly chosen from the repertoire of the European dramatic canon. We highlight the curious fact that touring companies, such as the flagship Sydney Theatre Company, bypass locations in the Asia-Pacific and take productions straight to Euro-American cities such as London and New York.
Adaptation in theory and practice
Adapting oral or written stories for live performance by actors, documenting historical or local events in visual form, recording live songs, devising film versions of novels, plays and history, transposing fairytale into dance, novel into opera and so on are longstanding cultural practices now given greater impetus in the digital age. Drawing on an Indonesian term indicating berserk, out of control behaviour, Linda Hutcheon captures the proliferation of adaptation in the contemporary period by suggesting that: 'Adaptation has run amok' (Hutcheon, 2006: xi) . Understanding the pleasure and appeal of adaptations leads Hutcheon, whose reputation is based on her study of postmodern parody, to theorize the popular global phenomenon.
Adaptations announce themselves 'not only as autonomous works' but as 'deliberate, announced, and extended revisitations of prior works' (Hutcheon, 2006: xiv) . They are 'an acknowledged transposition of a recognizable other work', a 'creative and an interpretive act of appropriation/salvaging' and an 'extended engagement with the adapted work', distinguished from plagiarism, paraphrasing and parody, although strong parodic elements may be present (Hutcheon, 2006: 8) . The relationship of the adapted work to the original text is better described, Hutcheon argues, as a recasting, a transformation, a remediation or a rewriting that has interpretive, intertextual and palimpsestic aspects (Hutcheon, 2006: 8-9 ). Adaptations assert their relationship to other texts, including the original and previous adaptations, inviting audiences to compare the one with the others. Historically, the intertextuality of texts within adaptation poses a challenge 'to dominant post-Romantic notions of originality, uniqueness, and autonomy' in favour of an 'ongoing dialogic process' between the stage and the audience (Hutcheon, 2006: 21) . In the theatre, Hutcheon cites Mabou Mines's Doll-House, an adaptation of Ibsen's A Doll's House directed by Lee Breuer, as an example of theatrical adaptation for the way in which it uses short-statured male actors in all the male parts in contrast to the female actors who are much taller, as a means of making a 'visual commentary on the play's infamous sexual politics' (Hutcheon, 2006: 39) . Theorist John Rouse, writing of Heiner Müller's postmodern adaptations of classical and Shakespearean texts, attributes Müller's textual constructions to a dispersal of 'the authorial center into the tissues of the text', rendering the work 'permeable' to alternative meanings (Rouse, 1995: 153 
